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20lo3lz0Lg WELCOME TO OUR SCHOOL!
POLO SCOLASTICO A. MANZONI
##R SflC-€*#L
The Civico Polo A. Manzoni has been considered a center of excellence since its foundation
in lg6l,when it
still was an all-girls school, and proudly holds to this day the title of best language school in
Milan. Ho*"u.r,
Polo Manzoni is not only a language school, in fact, alongside the Liceo Linguisiico, there
is I.T.E. which
offers a more economic-wise path. Other fypes of institutions that work in this school are the
so called ,.Three
or Two years in just one schoolyear.,', night classes and Scala theatre school, which is addressed
to the students
who work at the La Scala opera theatre. Despite being a civic school, and therefore administrated
by the City of
Milan and put through tons of bureaucracy and ministerial technicalities, Manzoni performs greatjob
a
at
providing a 3600 education.
In addition to classes and activities, the school makes several areas of the building available for
the students,
starting from the huge cafeteria and the libraries. But the most popular places in school
are the conìmon areas
located in the hali commonly called "Spazi" by the students. The "spaii" are three rooms
designed to be
functional spaces for students to study, relax on the colored bean bags or just meet up after
school.

Let us briefly go through the vast list of opporhrnities that Manzoni offers.
This large number of courses deals with many different subjects, if yo.,;i
have an interest for cinema than you would certainry be interested in our
cinema course, where you'll be walked through cinema history and
peculiarities,

Are you interested in learning the exotic Arabic language? or wouid you
like to approach the very language spoken by the ancient Tsars? Here at
Manzoni you can satiate your lust for knowledge.
Here there's a special place for everyone, even for nerds! No wait, I meant for people who want to be good
with
computers, there is, in fact a course specifically thought to improve one's informatics abilities.

Manzoni also offers the opportunity to attend a journalism course, focusing on ihe basic aspects, permitting
the students to get to know the world ofjournalism through its history.
Another aspect that is worth emphasizing on is the factthat our school has its own journal, a developing
project that will welcome everyone who shows commitment to it, in an environment where everyone can learn
from each other, that's the real power of such a project.
Furthermore, our school is provided with a specialized course aiming that prepares the students to enter the
gigantic world of university, giving them all the tools they need to get ready for the "big jump,,

But hey, if you are not attracted by such "moderrr" courses no problem, you can let yourself be rocked by the
sweet music of philosophy, waiting for you there's a wonderful philosophy course.
Also, if you are atraveler and look forward to get to know new people, new cities or new customs and
languages fear not, for there's a huge number of destinations waiting for you! (London, Edinburgh, Montreal,
Sherbome, Niirnberg, Madrid, Galway, Tubingen) this of course, will not come for free, but freedom of the soul
comes at a high price (I guess..)
Or if you want, you can meet lots of fiiends by joining the 41group, which discusse* and deférids the rights
the LGBT+ Communitv
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the same time with the major cities all
Last Friday , abigdemonstration took place in our town, at
etc. The wave of "Fridays for future", the
around the world such as sydney, Bruxe[es, Hong Kong
year old who
movement started by Greta Thunberg, a swedish 16
shocked the world with her protest in front of the Swedish
raising
parliament, brought 100.000 people in the streets of Milan,
future" and
iheir voices for their future and their planet' "Justice for
that skipped
"there's no planet B" atethe slogans of the students
parents and
school all around the world, together with their
with their
grandparents, with the aim of reaching the ruling class
and
the ruling class with their proposal of economic
parents and grandparents, with the aim of reaching
lgl pl
gd o* j4!--1 -l lhutttt'
s ocialreforrus -irqrderlp poqsiblv giyg
trre worlo itshó'KnE 275 arethe
The number of the people that tras participated aifàroùno
in France and Germany and 150 in Australia' also
demonstration that took place in Itary, 200 those
has regarding the consume of
poland saw 1000 people demonstratine fol th: p1licy that their country
elections
the European continent until the next European
carbon. The demonstrations will continue in
These
that will be common to all sides of the aisle'
on the 26th of may, hoping to share a message
we
Greta started: people are slowly realizingwhat
numbers give us the perception of the greatprocess
how things are working
the last years to our planets, and want to change
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did in

participating in the change: both teachers and student
institutions
main
the
of
is
one
system
school
The
and
initiatives to raise awareness about global warming
cultural
creating
in
collaborating
are
students
an
its effects on our daily life, together with creating
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o'teachers

for
international web of platforms such as
to share
f,]ture", "grands pur.tt, pour le clímaf',in order
change'
ideas and knowledge about not only the climate

butalsoplastic*urt",pollutiontogetherwiththeproblems
species'
related with the disappearance of many animal
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part of
Sensitize young people becomes the fundamental
il" pt",*, *ui. with pens and ideas and not with bombs'
younger
opening the way of ecology awareness to

we reave on an healthier planet alive' As the
g"rr"rutiorrs, and keep hope for a future in which
your voice' not oceans!
followers of Greta ,t ont on Friday: raise

SECRETARIAT
Have you noticed anything about our Secretariat? If not,I'11give you a hint:
they have something in common. All three of them are females. It may seem
negligible to you, on the contrary it's quite uncommon for young girls to be in
a leading position.
The presence of women in the big leagues has now been a topic of discussion
for some years. People are committing to closing the gender equality gap
and changing the mentality in the working environment. However, women
still have fewer economic opportunities than men, less access to basic and
higher education, and less political representation. Guaranteeing the rights of
women and allowing them to reach their potential is essential not only for
them, but for the welfare and development of the whole society.

Giulia Dargenio

-

Secretarv General

Gender issues do not involve women alone, fighting
the constructed roles and responsibilities that society
imposes for male and female is a responsibility and a
concern of men as well. \Momen's empowerment is
as important as the actions and the attifudes of boys.

A crucial pointto be addressed is education. Approximately

of girls
in the less developed countries do not attend school, because of the family
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women's problematic health situation, together with unequal power in sexual
partnership, gender-based violence and maternal health issues.

As for the economic and political situation, you'll be
surprised to learn that women only own 1 percent of
the world's wealth. Throughout the world, they lack
rights to own or inherit property, receive credit, earn
income or move up in their workplace. lvloreover, in
legislatures around the world, men outnumberthem
4 to I, puffing genuine democracy at risk

Costanza Fisogni

-

Under Secretary General

The good news, however, is that the issue is more
and more recognized among societies, and knowledge is the first step to
improvement. The wish is that gender equality, which has progressed little
between 2005 and20l5, willbe attained in a reasonable timeframe. All
countries have room to improve and hopefully, the examination of the
structural and cultural barriers to the achievement of it, will lead to a solution.

DO NOT MISS the interview to those three girls on the newspaper tomorrow!
Beatrice Foti - PGA

I

FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM AND FACEBOOK: @MILANMUN
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WHY STAFF MEMBERS ARE IMPORTANT?

all
The staff is the very basis of any conference, it is like a well thought mechanism which makes
lunch, they
things work out properly. Thanks to the staff, delegates know where they have to go during
help the chairs
keep the order during lunch, they keep the order during the entire conference and they
inside the committees. If you are partof an assembly line, each task is connected with the others.
you can learn how a conference is organized,the several procedures, and how a committee works, so
At the end
when you will participate to another conference you will already know how all is arranged.
we liked the
of the conferenc. *. ull felt gratified of our work because we made it happen. The thing
rnostof doingsraflis ihe.-contactiharyou hav-awfhlhe peaÉe-llil thpqeht th4ilhq44ff1s-n-q!-q!
conference work
important task but it is wrong, because the staff members are the ones who make the
correctly.
We interviewed the Head of Staff, Andrea Lopes:
,,I,ve been experiencing four years staff because it could have given me the chance of better
tnost was being an
understanding how a conference works and is organized. What I appreciated the
active part of the conference and could contribute in setting up the event.l?
,,I would recommènd it, particularly to those who just started approaching Mt-rN workshops for the
to learn a lot."
f,rrst tirne. To staff inembers is asked to pay attention because it helps
,,I like to stay in contact with peopie that goes beyond formality among delegates because joining staff
rneans also communicate and know in an extra-conference way all the

people."
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wHEkE IS THE CONIEHENCE TOMORROW?
Bocconi uníversíty is a private institute founded nI902by
Ferdinando Bocconi and it was thelrs t university in halyto offer a
i .*i*' í-*.- ," '".^
u*'^'"'
'"
"
bachelor in economics and financials, it is formed by eight buildings
i" g'""
"." i .'-n."i:''",, :1=í:""-"
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the
including the "velodromo" and the Via Sarfatti's headquarters,
i*',r;
ones in which the MilanMllll committee sessions take place-,1he i,',,.1É i'"=* È.:':'"* i
È

1astonetobefinishedwaspa1aceRÓntgen(2008),wheretheaula..,:T.:-ili"*-ì,,.-.":...'*
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-"":-ceremonies
!;1;
closing
and
opening
the
i
where
and
located
mognais
1 " i"'i'i""i' u "n-i-'-'-"
takle place, with the General Assembly's sessions. The school is
-- ..i ]'=
located in the city Center, between Porta Romana and Porta Genova' ,."o ,
districts, and you can easily get there by bus (ines 59,'71, 79) and
tram (ines 15, 9).
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Chanel Lashin, Alessia
Articles by: Francesca Tortini, Marco Rizzi,Chiara Procopio, Mario Perchinunno,
Gambarin, Giorgia Appiotti, Sofia Ceresero'

